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Quick Survey/Padlet! 



Session Outcomes
1. Attendees will identify ways to involve students within 

their own Tier 1 programming and increase family 
involvement.

2. Attendees will prioritize the way their team views data in 
order to identify the needs of their school for Tier 1 
social/emotional/behavioral instruction.

3.  Attendees will gain new ideas to celebrate success of 
students in both academic and behavioral progress.
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BINGO
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We are 
#TeamSterling

A closer look at who we are 
and our PBIS journey



Sterling Elementary
× Located in Warrensburg (approximately 1 hour southeast 

of Kansas City)
× 3-5th grade intermediate elementary school with 19 grade 

level classrooms
× 2018-2019 student population: 422 students
× 33 Certified Staff and 21 Classified Staff
× Warrensburg R-VI School District has 6 Regular Education 

School Buildings (4 Elementary, 1 Middle, 1 High), 1 
Day-Treatment (Special Education) Building, & 
1 Alternative High School

× Exemplary Missouri PLC School Recognition (January 
2018) and Solution Tree National Model PLC School 
(Spring 2019)
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“Never doubt that a small 
group of committed, thoughtful 

people can change the world: 
Indeed it’s the only thing 

that ever has!”
-Margaret Mead
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Our Previous Identity
In the next slide you will see our Focus Room data for 
2016-2017 showed lots of academic time missed due to 
numerous reasons. 

Reasons included: refusal to work, unfinished work, lack of parent 
signatures, late assignments, missing recess, etc.  for 
approximately 
2 hours at a time

BIST School with minimal current training and no feedback or 
reteaching to students who were doing the wrong thing.
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2016-2017 Focus Room Data

3rd Grade - 300 visits total 

10,512 minutes/175.2 hours of academic time lost

4th Grade - 198 visits total

10,182 minutes/169.7 hours of academic time lost

5th Grade - 389 visits total

12,219 minutes/203.65 hours of academic time lost

10,135 total minutes (168.92 hours) from specials teachers/hallway

22,778 total minutes (379.63 hours) from classroom teachers

32,913 MINUTES - 548.55 HOURS

78.36 SCHOOL DAYS!



Year 1: 2015-2016
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× Grade level teachers observed in 
another district as suggested by 
district staff/new principal

× Worked to develop expectations (no 
formal training) 

× Introduced the idea of incentive 
system



Year 1: 2015-2016
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Resulting Problems

× No shift in students: Well-behaved kids still felt good, 
no change in the kids who had behavior problems

× Staff pushback: Why am I rewarding them for what 
they should know to do? 

× No Lessons tied to behavior 

× Hung up posters once the expectations were 
developed and expected change



Year 2: 2016-2017
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× Added Tiger Bucks incentive system

× Added teaching of expectations at the 
beginning of the year and a booster 
week of lessons in the middle of the 
school year

× Formal training began: OMPUA of 
matrix, SPF, and 4:1 Ratio



Year 2: 2016-2017
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Resulting Problems

× Reinforcement system wasn’t focused on SPF 
resulting in no student feedback

× Stressed to the adults - 4:1 but didn’t focus on 
the WHY of PBIS or the intent/decisions behind 
it

× Continued negative parking lot talk: young 
leadership, new principal so it won’t “stick,” 
students felt lack of consistency



Year 3: 2017-2018
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× Teaching of PBIS Expectations and related 
social/emotional/behavioral lessons was shifted to a 
weekly basis (every Wednesday with homeroom 
teacher) 

× Created a balance of behavior and academic during 
intervention

× Teachers consistently demonstrating 4:1 ratio and 
comfortable with it

× Teachers/Staff comfortable with providing SPF - 
developed a preventative mindset to utilize precorrects 
and develop skills with active supervision, teaching and 
modeling expected behaviors

× Recovery Room - Blue and Yellow Pass Implementation
× Began utilizing SWIS to track data



Year 3: 2017-2018
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Resulting Problems
× Data was not communicated effectively 

with faculty and staff

× Decision-making was not data based

× Overcoming previous attitudes and 
routines of utilizing recovery room

× Teachers often didn’t want to do the 
re-teaching



Year 4: 2018-2019
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× Last year of Tier 1 training through RPDC
× Really hitting/reviewing the 8 Effective Classroom 

Practices
× SET visit
× Retook SAS with improvements
× School Safety Survey 

× Protection Ratio - 82%; Risk Ratio - 33%
× Highest Protective Factors
× Highest Risk Factors

× More comfortable analyzing data within teams to 
share out as staff



Year 4: 2018-2019
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Resulting Problems

× No formal behavior intervention process
× Tier 2  

× Impatience for how to help Tier 2 kids
× “Where do we go from here?” Anticipation 
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Data Collection
➔ Where we started…

◆ Excel Sheets
◆ Full length descriptions of behaviors
◆ Took TONS of time to do and to look at 

➔ Where we went…
◆ GOOGLE
◆ Easier to calculate results
◆ Easier to communicate between Counselor, Focus 

Room, & Principal

➔ Where we are…
◆ SWIS
◆ Monthly Faculty Meetings
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Examples of Data Reports



SWIS vs. Sterling Def
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Celebrating Successes 
Big & Small

➔ Incentives
◆ Positive Phone Calls Home
◆ Brag Tags

➔ Positive Office Referrals
➔ Classroom Trophies
➔ Data Notebooks

◆ WIG Assemblies 
➔ Everytime a bell rings...a student met their goal! 
➔ Sterling Spirit (weekly award)
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Positive Office Referrals
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Trophies
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Data Notebooks - WIGS
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Family 
Survey



Family Engagement Night



Student CEO’s


